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Q1

Please provide the name and title of the nominee.

Name Alexandria Keen

Title Monitoring Center Manager

Company EPS Security

Email akeen@epssecurity.com

Phone 616-217-3534

Q2

How long has this nominee been employed by your organization?

12 years

Q3

What has been the nominee's progression of positions within your organization over the course of his/her tenure?

Alex started as an operator in 2010, her first full-time position out of high school. 

After displaying a natural pension for leadership, Alex was promoted to Monitoring Center supervisor in 2013. During her role as a 
supervisor, she created the Monitoring Center manual and levels for operators. Alex was directly in charge of the onboarding process 

for new operators and often spent 8-10 weeks with new operators while training. When a vacancy came about in the Monitoring Center 
for a department manager in August 2021, the obvious choice was Alex. She had direct knowledge of working in a call center 

environment and the policy and procedures of EPS.

Q4

How long has the nominee served in his/her current position?

August 2021
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Q5

What is the nominee's experience and current areas of responsibility?

Alex now serves as the Monitoring Center manager, responsible for overseeing day-to-day operations of our 24-hour Monitoring Center, 

and Records departments. She is charged with the development and accountability of the staff, writing an enforcing policy and 
procedure, ensuring certification compliance, including annual inspections. Alex regularly interacts with customers, other departments, 

and assists with training, testing of new products, and troubleshooting internal systems and software.

Q6

What is the nominee's industry education, job-specific education and training, and industry certifications?

Alex is an active participant in the NetOne Security Group.  She is TMA level 2 certified, and has attended multiple leadership training 

classes through The Employer’s Association.  In addition to annual safety certifications.

Q7

What attributes does the nominee seek in new employees during the hiring process?

Alex screens each prospective candidates for skills and attributes in the following areas:

Customer service/call center experience

Communication skills, specifically written and phone communication, to identify candidates that will accurately document and 
articulate important information

Typing and computer aptitude
Friendly/pleasing tone of voice

Demonstrated ability to cope with pressure or stress
Candidates that enjoy working in a team environment

Candidates that demonstrate empathy and willingness to help people
Technical ability, including networking and database management

Q8

What is the nominee's role in the training process of operators?

Alex has created a 10-unit training manual for use in the monitoring center. This is updated monthly. Along with this documentation, 
she has outlined a 12-week onboarding course to prepare operators for monitoring live signals. She routinely spends one-on-one time 

with trainees while they are completing the course. 
Alex has set up monthly training classes for new products and refresher courses that operators will attend to stay updated on the 

latest equipment and software
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Q9

Explain how the manager oversees employee development and retention of the monitoring center workforce, and how
he/she identifies and acknowledges top operators (for example, employee reviews, promotion opportunities, special
recognition, etc.).

Alex manages the career growth plan for operators in the monitoring center. It establishes criteria, defines responsibilities, and sets 

expectations for achieving Level 1 – Operator, Level 2 – Senior Operator, and Level 3 –Lead Operator status in the Monitoring Center. 
This is a combination of time, experience, training objectives, performance data, and goals. Employees who complete these objectives

are awarded these titles, certificates of recognition, and compensation increases.
Alex also manages a system of metrics, which analyzes data for alarm efficiency, phone efficiency, alarm, and service ticket 

accuracy, phone call quality, and workload contribution. The top performer is rewarded monthly with a “Toperator” certificate which is 
displayed in the Monitoring Center as well as a $40 gift card. In addition, she has established a kudos jar for when other operators see 

someone going above and beyond for our customers or helping out another operator. They can pick any reward they would like.
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Q10

Explain how the monitoring center manager directs and influences the operation of the monitoring center as it relates to
the following:- Scheduling, emergency staffing and peak signal activity. - Establishing and achieving budget.- Attaining
and measuring customer satisfaction levels.- Complaint and conflict resolution. - Identifying and follow up on missed
signals. - Employee discipline and remedial training.- Establishing quality standards.

1. Alex monitors a scheduling system in the Monitoring Center that incorporates a 4-week rotation base schedule. This was built by 

analyzing signal activity and inbound phone call peak times, establishing baselines for operator workload requirements for events/calls,
and then staffing accordingly. The schedule is now available to operators online. Alex meets with her staff quarterly to ensure that the 

shift they are currently working is still working for their life. She makes every effort to adjust days off or their working hours to fit the 
employee's lifestyle. 

Emergency staffing is accomplished through a combination of semi-retired former full-time operators that work for EPS on a part-time 
basis, filling in as needed. We also have a hybrid schedule that allows operators to get into our automation very quickly to help with 

storm coverage or handling a sick call. 
2.Alex must submit requests for everything from workstations to phone equipment to office supplies/furniture to the Corporate 

operations manager. The manager prioritizes these items to ensure the most pressing needs are met first. Before they are submitted, 
the manager has to make decisions based on the budget and plan for when expenses should be submitted.

3.Quality assurance is performed to review and critique phone calls. Those calls are reviewed with the supervisor, manager, and 
operator, making constructive critiques and suggestions for improvements where needed. Alarm activity is reviewed and evaluated with

the operators to constructively critique them, focusing on accuracy and consistency. When operators have a situation where Alex’s 
awareness is necessary, the operators slack that information to her for review. The customer is then, if necessary, contacted directly, 

or the information is passed on to the appropriate authority. 
4.Alex works closely with her team, ensuring they are equipped with the necessary tools to deal with these issues. She has sent her 

lead operators to skill buildings classes at The Employers Association on handling conflict resolution. In addition, she has hosted 
workshops at EPS on phone etiquette classes and has set up monthly courses in our training department. If our operators have a great

understanding of the equipment, they can quickly help our customers while on the phone. Our quality assurance feedback also gives 
operators suggestions on handling these interactions positively. We also utilize slack within the monitoring center, so if an operator is 

struggling and needs assistance, they request help immediately.
5.Operator logs and a series of automation system reports are collected and examined to ensure signal loss problems are resolved. If 

it’s an operator issue, that is handled through the retraining process. We work with operations to upgrade, change out, or service 
problem sites to ensure panels communicate cleanly. If signals are splattering, we work directly with the automation provider and in 

some cases, customers, to tweak our virtual receiver to facilitate cleaner signal traffic with minimal conversion errors. All of this 
tracking/troubleshooting is done daily. 

6.Employee discipline is handled by the manager. Retraining forms are a means to document this process and is examined with 
employees for correction purposes. Follow up is then performed to insure that the information was retrained effectively. If problem 

behavior persists, a system of documented progressive discipline is used to help correct unwanted behaviors/errors.
7.Quality standards are essential to EPS, and the Monitoring Center is no exception. Many factors go into maintaining a high standard 

of quality. Operators must abide by the UL guidelines and FM rules and complete the TMA online training course (to continue FIVE 
Diamond Certification). 

The operators must stay current on all policies and procedures. Alex has instituted several tools in the Monitoring Center to ensure the 
operators can answer any question with as much accuracy and available information as possible. 

Within our software, we develop scripts and manipulate call lists to ensure customer-specific procedures are followed. There is also a 
Monitoring Center training manual and digital reference document with the latest information added and updated regularly when 

changes are instituted.
Monthly product training ensures operators are current on what equipment we are installing and monitoring. Panel instructions are also 

loaded in the database, so there is quickly accessible information available to operators for first-level tech support.
Bi-weekly operator scorecards measuring accuracy, efficiency, and quality are also a great way to meet with operators individually to 

discuss strengths and weaknesses. These metric standards are reviewed quarterly to ensure accurate baselines and target goals align 
with department expectations.
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Q11

Provide a specific example of how the nominee has led the monitoring center and maintained quality service levels in the
midst of a difficult situation.

In 2022 EPS made a considerable adjustment in handling commercial fire accounts.  The adjustment caused massive stress to the 

operators, and Alex worked with her management team to streamline processes and procedures.  She sat down individually with each 
operator, explained the new policy, ensured the operator was comfortable discussing the situation with our customer and ensured that 

service tickets were completed accurately.

Q12

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with customers, including end users and
dealers?

Alex regularly takes elevated phone calls from customers to help explain scenarios and provide understanding to the end user. She 

provides them with options and guides them, letting the customer make an informed decision. She interacts with sales and operational 
staff to teach them about procedures and responses. Alex has sat in on department meetings for our service and install teams, 

answering any questions regarding the monitoring center.

Q13

What are some ways in which the nominee demonstrates his/her leadership with responding authorities?

Alex has a great relationship AHJs and police dispatch centers.  Alex has hosted the Grand Rapids AHJs on-site.  We also host the 

local fire department for panel and device training.  We also provide continuing education for fire inspectors.

Q14

What is the nominee's role in increasing the company's exposure to the public?

Alex assists with the EPS charities and fundraisers such as routinely participating as part of the EPS team for the park party, food and 

toy drive, and other community events.

Q15

List some ways in which the nominee explores new technology within the monitoring center, and how he/she
communicates technological developments within the company to operators.

Alex implemented monthly refresher training with hands-on time for operators to help improve their product knowledge and customer 

service skills. New products are part of the class in our on-site training lab. When new technology is introduced within the monitoring 
center, Alex takes a hands-on approach. She wants to learn the software in and out and will create manuals on how to interact with the 

equipment. She will make sure that everyone has a great understanding before implementing it.
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Q16

What "best practices" has this person introduced to the monitoring center?

Alex has introduced email templates within the monitoring center. This has allowed operators to have continuity when interfacing with 

our customers. She has also implemented workflows that will go out to her team during the day to ensure that everyone stays on task. 
Alex also regularly meets with her team to ensure that her employees take care of themselves. In addition, she checks in to see if 

they are happy, healthy, and engaged while working at EPS.

Q17

To which alarm industry associations, listing agencies, or response agency associations does the nominee belong, and
what is his/her level of involvement within these groups?

Alex is an active participant in the TMA, NetOne, and DICE User’s group. She has recently signed up to be on the Alarm validation 

scoring standard board.

Q18

In which community outreach programs is the nominee involved?

Alex is involved with her local food pantry. She participates in food and toy drives, charity jean days, and the United Way campaign.

Q19

In what ways has the nominee improved the company's monitoring center offerings to subscribers?

Alex authored a new welcome kit that is sent to all new customers.  The welcome kit explains in detail how the monitoring center 
interacts with the alarms from your home or business.  It allows the customer to control how the monitoring center handles your 

signals.  In addition, committing his staff to more in-depth training has improved our service as operators can serve as much more 
than just dispatchers, but as a trusted advisors offering support and guidance.

Q20

Why does this person deserve to win the TMA Monitoring Center Manager of the Year award? Provide specific
examples of when this individual went beyond normal expectations to provide exceptional leadership within the
monitoring center.

Alex is a dedicated, extremely proficient, and impactful leader.  She is a prime example of employee care.  She invest in her 
employees lives and the safety of her employees is paramount.  Alex truly takes the open door approach for her 24/7 department and 

if a third shifter needed her she would adjust her schedule to accommodate her employees.  All in all, Alex is a valued and respected 
member of the EPS team. Always willing to help, she is intelligent, thoughtful, and has a high level of understanding of the industry, its 

products, the EPS vision, and the needs of her staff and customers alike. It is for this and the many reasons previously listed that 
Alex should win the TMA Monitoring Center Manager of the Year Award.
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Q21

You may upload a PDF or image to accompany your application. (File size limit is 16MB)

TMA%20Award%20Submission%202023.pdf (465.1KB)


